
Camera
Image Sensor 1/2.7" 2MP CMOS

CPU SONIX 5262

Effective tracking range < 9.84' (3 meters)

Lens 3.6mm wide angle lens

Encoding format H.264

Video resolution 1920 x 1080

Video frame rate 30FPS

Microphone shape Built-in omni-directional microphone

Pickup distance 16.4042' (5 meters)

Audio encoding format Pulse-code modulation (PCM)

Audio bit rate 32 kbp

Product size 2.55 x 2.59 x 3.40" (65 x 66 x 86.5 mm)

Product weight 0.42 lbs. (195g)

Power supply USB direct power DC5V

Installation method
Can be mounted onto a monitor or placed on 
desktop using the included tripod. (Tripod comes in 
black color only)

Warranty 1-Year Limited Warranty
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Dimensions

Key Features

• AI auto tracking - horizontal: 350°  
(auto) & vertical: 120° (manual), can be turn on/off                                                             

• Plug & play - no driver needed
• Super WDR  - picture is always clear even  

in a light-dark contrast environment                                                                              
• Full High Definition (FHD) video & clear audio - 

perfect for business meetings and online classes
• Compatibility - works with most operating  

systems and platforms

This compact HD webcam features Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) auto-tracking and will follow a subject within the 
center of the field of view as they move about from side 
to side. No longer is a presenter limited to one position 
during an on line streaming event. This unit features 
a built in omnidirectional microphone to pick up audio 
from all areas of the room, with a concentration on the 
center of the video feed. This webcam can be mounted 
to a monitor or placed on a desk using an included 
desktop tripod. The camera plugs into a standard 
USB slot in a computer or laptop and is compatible 
with a variety of online video platforms such as Zoom, 
Microsoft Teams, Facebook, YouTube, and more. It is 
essential for any webcast where the presenter needs to 
move around, such as in a classroom or training room.
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